USEFUL SUBJECT KEYWORDS
Library of Congress

Use the following terms in a Keyword search (choose Subject in the dropdown box).

Examples: flaubert encyclopedias
dante concordances
france pamphlets
italy history sources
garcia lorca manuscripts

archival resources archival resources
archives archives
bibliography bibliography
biography biography
catalogs catalogs
characters characters
knowledge knowledge
comic books comic books
concordances concordances
congresses congresses
correspondence correspondence
criticism and interpretation criticism and interpretation
diaries diaries
dictionaries dictionaries
directories directories
drama drama
eyear works to 1800 early works to 1800
encycledias encyclopedias
exhibitions exhibitions
facsimiles facsimiles
fiction fiction

Remember:
- certain types of resources can be expected to exist in any subject area
- these keywords give you the power to predict the existence of sources
- these keywords give you an intellectual structure to work with
- they are a tool to perceive categories of sources that may not be physically shelved together